Olivia (enigmatically and silently played, when she does appear, by a hollow-eyed and pretty girl named Samantha Gates) makes actually killing anybody a mark in his favor. Yet, he remains faithful to some of the most hoary conventions of the horror genre. One of these is the use of a mad old woman who speaks truths that are unrecognized, except by the hysterical heroine. Here, these roles are filled by Mary Morris, made up to look like Mia Farrow might at the age of seventy, and by Cathleen Nesbitt, who rather overshadows a classic death scene.

Yet another convention is the whining piano and synthesizer score composed by Colin Towns. At least it does not resort to direct quotations from the works of Bernard Herrmann.

In the end, one is unsatisfied with Richard Loncraine's work in Full Circle, partly because there was the promise of much better things. When the visual effects come together - Farrow's waifish vulnerability, Hamman's photography - the results are more often than not frustrated by the inconsistent plot. When Loncraine moves away from atmosphere to attempt to tell the story, the film seems to jerk in several disconcerting ways.

The problem may, in the end, lie in the genre itself. Almost all attempts to bring situations and characters that are proper to the Gothic tradition into a modern setting succeed only because a suspension of disbelief is achieved, especially if a child is depicted as an evil force. Because characters are so ill-defined in Full Circle, Richard Loncraine is not able to achieve anything like this, and so the effect is dissipated.

J. Paul Costabile

UNREMITTING TENDERNES


LOOK! WE HAVE COME THROUGH


Stan Brakhage once asked us to "imagine a world before the beginning was the word." It is an invitation to another plane of perception, a more holistic plane where the subtle chains that bind and fix us into narrow paths of separation and arbitrary divisions are left behind. I thought of this invitation while watching these two films by Bruce Elder, a filmmaker who, like Brakhage, is caught up in the synaesthetic and kinaesthetic flow of color, forms and motion, especially in their transformations. Unremitting Tenderness is the more gentle of the two films, gentle in the sense that its structure takes us more easily through its own process. The opening section, approximately 12 different shots of the dancer Sarah Lockett, functions like a threat to lead us through the labyrinthine transformations which follow, done through optical printing and rearrangements of the initial sequence. The affect, for me, is of scales falling away from the eyes, layer by layer, as if progressing unremittingly closer to the optic nerve. Yet, the combination of sitar music, fluid cutting on movement, and the color progressions make the process a painless one, as in meditation. There is a gradual working-through, both of the materials of film itself and of one's perceptions, into a final release which I can only describe as a sense of flying. Material confines seem to have been dissolved and gravity itself defied, as though one had stepped into the fourth-dimension of relativity theory or the higher plane of Eastern mystics. There is a final, fragile coming to a point of rest, almost a bittersweet recognition of the necessity of being grounded once again in materiality. Unremitting Tenderness is a remarkable achievement as both a film "about" dance and a film "about" film because its creator so well understands both.

Even so, in comparison, Look! We Have Come Through is the more accomplished and intense work. Elder here set himself the difficult task of creating a seamless whole from approximately 385 separate shots, again of a dancer in motion. Unlike Unremitting Tenderness, this film does not rely on optical printing or loops to achieve its transformations. Instead, it is a revelation of the editing process, in this case done with remarkable care and precision. The intensity is in the cutting - almost an attempt to see simultaneously from all perspectives, but it is also in the use of extremes of darkness and light in tension within the frame. In comparison to Unremitting Tenderness, the camera distance from the dancer is lessened here by a quantum leap, and the interrelationship between moving body and moving camera is thereby heightened to the intensity of a struggle. In this piece, there is a terrible urgency, and an agony unlike anything I've seen visualized elsewhere, unless it be in the expressionist woodcuts of Edvard Munch. Yet, such a comparison ignores the extraordinary fluidity achieved in the editing, the exploration of dynamic motion which this filmmaker pursues relentlessly.

The work of Bruce Elder should be familiar to a Canadian audience. In 1976 his film Barbara Is a Vision of Loveliness won a Canadian Film Award in the category of experimental film. The very elimination of that category from the Awards this year does not bode well for Canadian film artists attempting to challenge the confines of filmmaking and our perceptions.

Joyce Nelson
CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY

FILM STUDIES AND FILM PRODUCTION POSITIONS (PART-TIME):
There may be a number of positions for part-time instructors in film studies and film production. We are interested in receiving applications for these possible openings in such areas as documentary (history and theory), animation, and scriptwriting.

Please address all inquiries and/or applications to:
Associate Professor Judith Kelly, Director, Division of Visual Arts, Faculty of Fine Arts, Concordia University, Room H-543-1, 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Montreal, Quebec H3G 1M8, Canada

The Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre
will open its
U.S. office
July, 1978 in
Boston Massachusetts
Jerry McNabb
Executive Director
Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre
406 Jarvis Street
Toronto, Ontario
M4Y 2G6

Alberta
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Alpha Cine Service
5
Arthur Winkler, CLU
9
Bellevue Pathé
2
Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre
41
Chris Stone Audio Productions
41
Cinema Productions
9
Ciné Québec
43
Film Opticals
43
Frezzolini Electronics Inc.
9
M.S. Art
43
Paramount Pictures
5
Racal Zonal
5
Sonolab
44
Wm. F. White
9

Need talented people for your next documentary or commercial shoot in Alberta?
Call us Len Stahl, Alberta Motion Picture Industries Association
347 Birks Building, 10113 - 104 Street
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5J 1A1
Telephone 403-424-3456

Film Industry Development Office
Alberta Business Development and Tourism
14th Floor, Capitol Square, 10085 Jasper Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5J 0H4
Telephone 403-427-2006

FOR SOUND SERVICE
CALL (416) 923-6700

Chris Stone Audio Productions Ltd.
45 Charles St. East, Toronto, Ont. M4Y 1S2
Music selection from more than forty libraries of pre-recorded music
large sound effects library on tape — ¼", 16mm & 35mm magnetic-film transfers

Chris Stone

42/Cinema Canada
PRESENTS "THE BLUE LIGHTS"
H.M.I. Lights made by
LTM France

AVAILABLE IN:
Fresnel Luxarc
200; 575; 1200; 2500; 4000 watt
Open Face Ambiar
200; 575; 1200; 2500 watt
Softlight Softarc
575 watt
Spotlight Spotarc
575; 1200; 2500 watt
Reporter Light Variarc
575 watt
6000° K Colortemperature
Instant Restrike
115 volt 60HZ Operation
90 Lumens per watt efficiency

Frost Services all Motion Picture Equipment,
Zoom Lens Repair and Overhaul, Modifications to
Lenses and Cameras Arri, Mitchell, Eclair, CP
eetc.

New from SACHTLER W. Germany the ultra smooth
fluid head for 16mm and 35mm equipment also for
video cameras.

Stainless steel tripods
Shoulder braces, spreaders and transport cases

SALES IN:
G.E. and Sylvania Photo Bulbs
Colortran, Lowel, Kliegl, Strand, Thorn C.S.I.

For all lighting call 252-1115
For all camera and H.M.I. call 251-9994
Sonolab and Tele-Metropole

HOME OF FILM AND VIDEO IN MONTREAL

Our technical facilities are one of a kind in Montreal, and rank among the world’s finest. Shooting stages, recording studios, screening, editing, video recording, dubbing and language adaptations. It’s all here and more.

For modern, high-quality audio-visual productions and service, SONOLAB gets top billing. Great producers have already made use of the many services we have to offer. What about you?

Consider Montreal. Consider SONOLAB...superstar of the Canadian film industry.

FROM SCRIPT TO SCREEN

1500 Papineau Street.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA. H2K 4L9
TELEPHONE: 1514-527-8671
TELEX: 05-267-329